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LIFE MOVES QUICKLY. YOUR STORAGE SHOULD MOVE WITH IT.

Unlike the traditional static storage concept, mobilized storage systems require 

one moving aisle that opens and closes where and when needed, to provide full 

accessibility and quicker, safer retrieval of all materials. 

Our ActivRAC® 7,000, 16,000, and 30,000 Mobilized Storage Systems offer 

three solutions with different load capacities to fit a range of storage needs. Our 

electric-powered systems feature multiple synchronized motors in each carriage 

and an available power override unit for accessing materials even in the event 

of a system or power failure. Whether you operate one lift truck or an entire fleet, 

ActivRAC® Mobilized Storage Systems offer you more storage capacity within 

the same square footage.
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WHY SWITCH TO MOBILIZED STORAGE? 

Free up to 50% more space or double your capacity 
in the same footprint. With ActivRAC® Mobilized 
Storage Systems, one moving aisle replaces multiple 
dedicated aisles required by static configurations, 
creating up to 50% more space for more racking or 
shelving units.

Increase revenue. Static racking takes up valuable 
floor space that could be devoted to a production line 
or other value add activities. By eliminating the need 
for multiple aisles, ActivRAC Systems can free up as 
much as 50% of your existing storage space, so you can 
expand production and boost output without breaking 
new ground.

Organize materials and increase efficiency. When 
essential supply materials are poorly located, it means 
extra work for your employees and an inefficient use of 
their time. ActivRAC® Systems allow you to strategically 
store and organize necessary supplies and materials 
close to your employees, so they can work more 
efficiently, become more productive, and lower your 
production costs. 
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For more on our high-density systems, visit 

bradfordsystems.com/high-density-storage 

or give us a call at 1-800-696-3453.  

There’s no storage project too big, too small,  

or too complicated — we can help! 
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storage. 
With ActivRAC® Mobilized Storage 
Systems, one moving aisle replaces 
multiple dedicated aisles required 
by static configurations, creating up 
to 50% more space for more  
racking or shelving units, in the 
same footprint

Increasing
revenue.
 
By eliminating the need 
for multiple aisles, ActivRAC
Systems can free up as much 
as 50% of your existing storage 
space for revenue-generating 
activities without expanding into 
new space.

Organizing
materials.
ActivRAC Systems allow you to 
strategically store and organize 
necessary supplies and materials 
close to your employees, so they 
can work more efficiently.

Wasting 
space.

With its multiple 
space-consuming aisles, 

conventional static racking 
wastes a significant amount 

of space you could be 
using for storage. 

Limiting 
profits.

Static racking takes
up valuable floor space

that could be devoted to
a production line or other

value add activities
instead of storage.

Wasting 
time.

 
When essential supply 

materials are poorly located or 
not consolidated, it means extra 
work for your employees and an 

inefficient use of their time.
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